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Good wish

It is the main aim of Department of Public Instruction and responsibility all of us to
reach the goal of quality education through the experiential learning. To achieve this goal
department has been planning and implementing various programmes. But because of
Covid-19 the learning gap in children is increased. It is happy to say that to reduce the
learning gaps in all subjects from 4th to 9th standards the Director of Samagra Shikshna
Karnataka, Bengaluru has implementing the initiative ‘Kalika chetharike’ in the academic
year 2022-23 over all the schools of the state.
It is planned to run a 30 days bridge course for 10th standard students to improve the
learning level as an alternative to Kalika Chetharike initiative. There is a need to plan a 30
days bridge course by science teachers for 10th standard students to achieve all the learning
outcomes of Science subject at an expected level. To fulfill this activity the bridge course
module of 2021-22 had been revised and giving in the academic year 2022-23. Teachers are
expected to conduct 30 days bridge course activities to enrich the learning by using this
science bridge course module.
Smt. Sumangala.V
The director
DSERT
Bengaluru
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Foreword

“National Education Policy-2020 envisions an education system rooted in Indian ethos
that contributes directly to transforming India, that is Bharat, sustainably into an equitable
and vibrant knowledge society, by providing high quality education to all and there by
making India a global knowledge super power.”
The main aim of National Education policy is to provide quality and Bharat centered
education to all, to achieve this aim the department of Public Instruction started various
initiatives. In background of Covid-19, lack of two years regular class room transaction
children have learning gaps, to eradicate this learning gap in the students from 4th to 9th
standard the initiative “Kalika chetharike” is initiating in the academic year 2022-23.
It is planned to achieve the important learning outcomes of previous class for one
month in the beginning of school for 10th standard students to prepare them for the learning.
The sampling activities for the learning of important learning outcomes is given it may be
modify according to the local needs will be helpful for further learning. In this regard well
experienced resource persons team prepared this book. I am very thankful to them.
10th standard is the very important stage in the student life, this handbook will help you
to provide best fundamental learning along with meaningful and experiential learning.
With this wish this handbook is handed over to all the science teachers of the state to
prepare an action plan for implementing the bridge course.
Sri Manjunath.K
Deputy director (Development)
DIET, Tumakuru.
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Chapter-1
Why Bridge course? How?
The activity that identifies the learning level of children by clinical refreshing and
prepares them for next level of learning in the beginning of the academic year is
known as “Bridge course or Sethubandha.”

Meaning of ‘Sethubandha’:
The word ‘Sethubandha’ has two words that are ‘Sethu’ and ‘Bandha’. ‘Sethu’ and
‘Bandha’ means connecting link between two shores.In academic meaning it is establishing
the relationship between the previous achievement and future goals of learning. It means it
is a process of preparing the child to next level of learning by identifying the previous class
achievement and learning drawbacks.
Establishing the relationship between the learning that had been taken in 8th and 9th
standard and the learning to be takes place in the 10th standard is known as bridge course.
Because of many reasons there is a gap in learning, to over come this gap and for effective
learning the students should be given proper guidance and the important learning outcomes
should be made clear.
The bridge course is very much needed to fill the gap in previous learning and prepare
the children to learn well in the present year. The learning of children was facilitated during
2021-22 through Vidyagama, Samveda, Alternative academic plan and regular class room
transaction for few months. Before starting 2022-23 academic learning it is better to take
present year syllabus by facilitating 1 month course about the capacities learned in previous
year and the learning points to be learn in the present year.

1

Chapter-2
1 month work allotment of Bridge course
Friends……
When children enter the 10th standard it is better to conduct joyful activities for first
ten days instead of giving the written pre test in the very first day. The suggestive activities
are given in chapter-3 Kushala. For example games related to science, activities, telling
scientific stories and discussions of science related to local dailylife etc. The children should
encourage speaking in these activities, allowing developing the mental bondage with school
and friends. Will identify the initial level of learning in children at the 10th day by conducting
a pre test.
Will facilitate with suggestive activities for identified 12 learning outcomes in chapter
4 from 11th day to 25th day. Teachers may use the needed innovative activities. These
learning outcomes are supplementary to 10th standard lessons and helps to develop a strong
foundation for 10th standard learning. At the end of the bridge course a post test will be
conducting and students learning level will be identified. An action plan should be prepare
in SAP for ‘B’ grade students, necessary action has to be taken during regular classroom
transaction to bring these students to ‘A’ grade.
Sl.No

Planning days

1

1 to 10

Directed/ Expected activities
‘Kushala’ activities and pretest
( As mentioned in chapter-3)

2

11 to 25

Conducting of 12 learning outcomes and
post test
( As mentioned in chapter-4)

2

Chapter-3
Sethubandha - Kushala
The beginning 10 days activities list of bridge course process for the academic year
2022-23 is given below. The teachers may use these resources.
Expected
learning
outcomes
1. Know the
scope of
Science and
appreciate the
inventions of
science.

2. Identify the
important
resources of
environment,
analyse the
reasons for
environmental
pollution and
prevention of
it.

Learning
points
Scope of
science and
inventions of
science.
Science in
daily life.

Suggestive
activities

Directions for conducting
activity

Day-1
Sharing of
opinions,
discussion and
debate about
science curiosities.

Will conduct the activity in
collaboration with students.

Science
laboratory

Day-2
Introduction to
science laboratory

Introduction
to science
vocabulary

Day-3
Construct simple
cross words

Renewable
and nonrenewable
natural
resources.

Introduction to school science
laboratory and give information
about lab equipments. Create a
situation by that students are
encouraged to ask the questions.

Will encourage the students to
prepare the cross words on
science concepts by showing
model cross word prepared by the
teacher.
Will create a stage to discuss the
Day-4
diffrences by identifying the
Discussion about
renewable and non renewable
natural resources
resources available in and around
around us,
the school and home. Give an
advantage and
opportunity to discuss and
disadvantages of
present in classroom about the
renewable and non- advantages and disadvantages of
renewable natural
resources like fossil fuels,
resources.
minerals, solar power, wind
power,
bioenergy,
nuclear
energy, tide energy etc.
3

Reasons and
solutions for
environmental
pollution

Day-5
‘Environmental
pollution - don’t
think it is
common’
Field visit to local
polluted area.

Day-6
Video
display
about the pollution
and drawing the
pictures to create
the awareness about
the pollution.

3. Know the Classification
nature
of of substance
substance and
their different
types
of
classification
( Acid, Base
and Salt)
Different
types of
mixtures

Day-7
Classification
activity

Visit to local polluted area,
collect the information for
pollution, let the children to
analyse it. Tell the children to
collect the information about
pollution caused by local festival,
fair and functions discuss in
group about the collected
information and allow taking the
decisions to reduce these
pollution.

Will display the videos related to
pollution using internet and you
tube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=STnKAI5kWQ0

Will conduct the activity of
classification
as
element,
compound and mixture using the
materials available in school like
salt, sugar, chalk piece powder
etc.
https://youtu.be/XC1RxloV0Mo

Day-8
‘Prepare the stuff
of chemical
mixture’- Activity
of preparing the
chemical mixture

Allow the children to prepare the
suspension and colloidal solution
using different types of solute
and solvent, plan such as all the
children should involve in the
activity. Will give information to
identify and differentiate the
dissolving of solute in different
mixtures.
https://youtu.be/XEAiLm2zuvc

4

Acid, base
and Salts

Day-9
‘The clever one
recognizes the
taste’- Activity of
taste finding and
litmus paper
experiment.

Allow the children to taste the
different food materials and find
the taste of them; let them to
classify the material based on the
taste. Allow the children to insert
the litmus paper into different
solutions and find the changes in
color of litmus paper, help them
to classify the solutions as acid
and base.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=id_X0xP7FfI

Day-10
Pre test (Written)

5

Chapter-4
Bridge course: 2022-23
Bandha: 15 days Activities of expected learning outcomes
Expected
learning
outcomes
1. Recall the
meaning of
static
electricity.
Know the
meaning of
electric current.
Construct the
simple electric
circuit

Learning
points
1.Static
electricity
2.Electric
current

Suggestive activities
Day-1.
Conduct simple
experiments to know
the meaning of static
electricity.

Allow the students to conduct
activity with the help of air filled
balloon, Comb, small paper
pieces and straw pipes.
https://youtu.be/M1wpX9VmkgM?t=
624

3.Simple
electric
circuit

4.Different
effects of
Will practically electric
examine the
current
different
effects of
electric current

Directions for conducting
activity

Introduce the concept
of electric current by
constructing electric
circuit using copper
wire, battery and
L.E.D bulb.
Day -2
Introducing the
chemical effect,
heating effect and
magnetic effect of
electric current
through simple
experiments.

Allow the students to
construct the electric circuit
in groups using battery,
conducting wires, bulb and
copper wire.
https://youtu.be/M1wpX9Vmkg
M?t=1117

Allow the students to examine
the effects of electric current
through experiment in groups
using battery, conducting wire,
iron nail, beaker and common
salt.

(May use video and
PPT.)
Day-3.
2. Define the
Law of

1.Energy

Will children
demonstration
6

observe the
of
simple

conversion of
energy and
appreciate the
easy
conversion of
electric energy.

2. The
sources of
energy

Differentiate
the kinetic
energy and
potential
energy.

4. Kinetic
energy and
potential
energy

Identify and
differentiate
between heat
energy and
temperature

3.Types of
energy

Experiments and
videos related to
conversion of energy
( Example: The
conversion of electric
energy into haet
energy)

Let the children to play the
The activity of
warming of materials with
warming the materials magnifying glass using paper,
using magnifying
water, cowpat, match box etc.
glass.
Then using the thermometer
measure the raise of temperature
The activity of testing in materials. By doing so let list
the temperature using out the differences between heat
mercury thermometer. and temperature.

Day-4.
3.Understandin
Special
Simple experiments
g and
character of and examining the
analyzing the
light, light light bending game
properties of
reflection and properties of light
light. Examine
and light through simple
the laws
refraction experiments.
practically.
Examining the light
reflection and its laws
through simple
experiments.

4. Recall the
meaning of
magnet. Know
the properties
of magnet.
Draw the
magnetic field
lines.

experiments, later identify the
conversion of energy in each
experiment and find out the
energy conversion themselves
by doing the experiments with
the help of teacher.

Day-5
Magnet,
Using magnets
properties
identify the magnetic
of magnetic field and examine the
field and
magnetic properties.
magnetic
field lines.

7

Instruct the children to do the
activity of light bending using
torch, straight and bent tubes,
different mirrors and different
lenses.
Examining the light reflection
and its laws using torch and
plane mirror (If possible use
laser light) Take care to avoid
touching of laser light to eyes.

Let the children to conduct the
activity of identification of
magnetic poles and make a list of
other properties of magnet.

Examine the properties
of magnetic field lines,
Draw the magnetic
field lines and prepare
the electromagnet.

5. Explain the
structure and
properties of an
atom.

Basic
particles of
elements
atoms

Refer the
valency of
elements.

Electronic
Structure

6. Classify the
types of
chemical
reaction and
changes.

Chemicl
reactions
and types

Day-6.
The activity of
drawing.
Draw the picture of
electronic
configuration of atoms
of different elements.

Introduce the method of drawing
the magnetic field lines using
compass, later guide the children
to do this activity. The teacher
will give proper guidance to
students about the preparation of
electromagnet using battery,
copper wire and iron nails.
1.Indicate to identify the parts of
atom
by
drawing
the
representative picture. Identify
the basic particles in it.

2. Will facilitate to identify the
elements and to draw their
valency by showing the periodic
table.
The activity of naming 1. Let the children to make a list
of elements having more and less
the elements, atomic
valence. Later co operates to
number, atomic mass
construct its picture in card
and drawing of
board sheets.
electronic
configuration of
2. Make a list of noble gases and
different elements.
show their valence is zero.
1. Write the atomic number of
elements on black board and tell
the children to construct the
The activity of
electronic structure of them.
constructing electronic
structure of atoms in
2. Inform to construct the
periodic table.
electronic
structure
by
classifying metal, non metal and
metalloids.
Day-7
The activity of sulphur 1. After doing the experiment of
di oxide preparation.
sulphur powder reacting with
The activity of
air, inform them to observe
experimenting the
whether the new material is
different chemical
produced or not?
reactions
2. Inform to identify the new
products of chemical reaction
8

after conducting experiment
with different chemicals.
Chemical
changes

The activity of
physical and chemical
changes in daily life.

Experiments of
physical changes

1. Inform the students to sort out
and write the physical and
chemical changes that occur in
their daily life.
2. Will show the physical change
with activity of boiling the ice
cube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L
ZH8DzQTsQY

Chemical
equations

Day -8
1.Inform to identify the
Conduct the activity reactants and products based on
of writing, reading and their status.
understanding the uses
2. Will facilitate to write
of equations.
chemical
combination,
decomposition,
displacement
equations on black board.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2
Juem0lcifE&feature=youtu.be

7. Will make a
list of the
properties of
chemical bondionic and
covalent bond,
compounds.

Ionic and
covalent
bond

Ionization

2. Conduct the activity
of experimenting and
tell the type of
chemical reaction that
have been done.
Day -9
The activity of
classifying the
chemical materials

Inform to write the equation of
all the experiments that have
been done on the black board
and will verify them.
Will facilitate to classify the
products of ionic bond and
covalent bond by giving the
chemical materials.

The activity of
Let do the activity of frying the
testing the melting and
ionic and covalent compounds
boiling points of ionic
with air in an iron vessel,
9

8. Will explain
the uses of
physical and
chemical
properties of
metals and non
metals.

9. Know the
scientific
method of
agriculture
Capable to
manage the
agriculture

Metals and
non metals

and covalent
compounds.

examine the melting and boiling
points.

The activity of
ionization of common
salt.

Inform about ionization of
common salt by putting the
common salt to the water in a
beaker and make them to
understand
that
carbon
compounds won’t get ionized.

Day -10
The activity of
separating the metals
and non metals.

Physical
and
chemical
properties

The activity of
malleability

Uses of
metals and
non metals

The activity of making
list of metals and non
metals that uses in
daily life

The
scientific
methods
that are
using in
agriculture

Conducting the
experiment on activity
of reactivity.

Day -11
‘Come will go to
field’- Filed visit
( agriculture field
where agricultural
activities will takes
place)

10

Inform the students to separate
the materials into metals and non
metals by putting some materials
on the table. Later allow the
children
to
write
the
characteristics of them and will
verify their writings.
Inform to identify the metals
that undergo malleability by
beating the potassium, sulphur,
iron, copper etc.
Will do an experiment of putting
the sodium and sulphur to water;
let the children to observe the
chemical reaction and reactivity
of sodium.
Will create an opportunity of
viewing the videos and PPT of
metals and non metals that are
using in different factories. After
viewing the children has to make
the points in a table and examine
their writings with the friends.
Let the students observe the
near by agricultural field along
with their teacher, Inform to
discuss with the farmers and
make a list of scientific methods
adopting in agriculture.

scientifically
and profitable

Preparation of models
Advantages by seeing the
and
agricultural
disadvantag equipments.
es of
“ Put organic
agricultural manure, see the
equipments growth of the crop”
and
fertilizers.

Will create an opportunity of
observing
the
agricultural
equipments and the method of
using them and get information
from the farmer. Will inspire to
prepare
the
models
of
agricultural equipments that they
observed in their field visit. Visit
to an organic agricultural field
and collect the information let
them to discuss in group about
the importance of the organic
manure and make a note on
advantages and disadvantages of
it.

The
scientific
and
profitable
methods of
agricultural
cultivation

Visit to local modern farmer/
visit to sand testing center/
animal husbandary center/ Breed
reforming center- conduct any
one of the above activity and
discuss or discuss about this with
parents and make a note, add this
note to portfolio.

Field visit and use of
videos and ppt related
to scientific methods
of agriculture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a
HN6SRwwdek

10. Will
explain the
structure and
functions of
cell and tissues

The
structure
and
function of
cell and its
organells.

Day- 12
Observation of cell
and organells with the
help of microscope

11

Will co operate the students to
prepare the temporary slides of
onion layer, nut leaf under the
guidance of teacher.
Observe the prepared slide with
microscope and draw the
pictures observed, compare it
with friends’ pictures. Inform to
draw the organells given in the
text book and color it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
GlCOQijkIKc

Types and
Preparation and
function of observation of
plant tissues temporary slides.

Types and
functions of
animal
tissues
The uses of
micro
organisms
and the
diseases
caused by
the micro
organisms
11. Will know
the
advantageous
and disease
caused micro
organisms and
explain the
importance of
the health.

The
spreading
of
contagious
diseases
and the
actions of
its
prevention.

Use of animal tissue
chart

Day -13
Slide preparation of
the bacteria which
turns milk into curd

Day- 14
Speech by experts
regarding diseases
spreading by micro
organisms.
Viewing of videos

Let the students to prepare the
cross sectional temporary slides
of the stems of balsam, tridax,
red amaranthus with the help of
teacher and observe those slides
through microscope. Inform to
identify the structure of tissues
and express it through the
drawings.

Let the students to observe the
charts in different groups and
inform to tell their structures as
they observed.

Will co operate to prepare the
temporary slide using curd. Give
an opportunity to observe the
bacteria lactobacilus under the
microscope and discuss its
importance in the class room.

Give an opprtunity to observe
the videos and PPT in the class
room regarding the uses of micro
organisms and the diseases
caused by them. Arrange for a
discussion
regarding
the
advantages and disadvantages of
micro organisms forming the
groups far and against.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
KDkeC4eOp3c

Bacome aware
about the uses
12

of micro
Importance
organisms and of health
the contagious
diseases caused
by them and
know the
prevention of
those diseases.

‘Be aware by
knowing the secrete
of health’ –
Information collection
and discussion

Will discuss
the importance
of the health.

Will arrange a speech by health
officers and nurses regarding
antibiotics / vaccines. Will co
operate with students to collect
this information and to write a
small note in the methods of
disease spreading and its
prevention.
Will tell to discuss in groups
about spreading of contagious
diseases and the actions of its
prevention. Will conduct a
procession regarding the actions
of preventing the contagious
diseases under the guidance of
teacher.
Will arrange an opportunity of
discussing in groups about the
information collected through
news papers, science magazines
and internet regarding the
contagious diseases.

12. Know the
method of
reproduction in
human beings
and explain the
importance of
reproductive
health.

Structure
and
function of
male and
female
reproductiv
e organs

Day- 15
Use of chart
Use of PPT
Viewing of video

Teachers will provide the
collected PPT, videos and charts,
tell the students to collect brief
information of reproduction by
observing those PPT, videos and
charts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k
tWirmb6rQw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9
rs2gNchQig

Importance
of
reproductiv
e health

Use of chart
Use of ppt
Viewing of video

13

Will create awareness by
arranging the speech by health
officers/ nurses and facilitate to
view videos. Inform to collect
the posters from health officers

and nurses about awareness of
safe sex. Inspire each student to
participate in the common
discussion about the importance
of reproductive health.
Post test (Written)

14

Chapter-5
Mapping of learning outcomes and units of 10th standard.

Sl.No
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Learning outcomes and learning
points of previous class
Recall the meaning of static
electricity. Know the meaning of
electric current.
Construct the simple electric circuit.
Will practically examine the different
effects of electric current
Define the Law of conversion of
energy and appreciate the easy
conversion of electric energy.
Differentiate the kinetic energy and
potential energy..
Identify and differentiate between heat
energy and temperature
Understanding and analyzing the
properties of light. Examine the laws
practically
Recall the meaning of magnet. Know
the properties of magnet. Draw the
magnetic field lines.
Explain the structure and properties of
an atom.
Refer the valency of elements.
Classify the types of chemical
reaction and changes.

Units of 10th standard

Electricity

The sources of energy

Light, Reflection and Refraction
The magnetic effects of electric current
Periodic classification of elements
Chemical reactions and equations

Will make a list of the properties of
chemical bond- ionic and covalent
bond, compounds.
Will explain the uses of physical and
chemical properties of metals and non
metals.
Know the scientific method of
agriculture
Capable to manage the agriculture
scientifically and profitable
15

Chemical reactions and equations and
Carbon and its compounds
Periodic classification of elements and
Carbon and its compounds
For revision of students

10
11

12

Will explain the structure and
functions of cell and tissues

The basic concepts for biology
chapters

Will know the advantageous and
disease caused micro organisms and
explain the importance of the health.
Bacome aware about the uses of micro
organisms and the contagious diseases How do organisms reproduce?
caused by them and know the
prevention of those diseases.
Will discuss the importance of the
health.
Know the method of reproduction in
human beings and explain the
How do organisms reproduce?
importance of reproductive health..

Chapter-6
16

Administering the Activity
Friends,
In the chapters 3rd and 4th the activities are given as examples according to the
learning outcomes. In this chapter a few of them are explained as given below. In the same
way will manage the other activities by understanding them and will make the bridge course
meaningful.

Model activity: 1
Learning outcome: 03 – Reflection of Light
Provide an opportunity of asking question about the natural process observed in the
daily life ( For example : Formation of reflection in mirror and water, visibility of materials,
The reason for viewing of red color during Sun rise and sunset, Reason for rainbow…..)
Experimental activity:

Materials needed: Plane mirror, white sheet, mobile torch/ laser torch, protractor, thin
cardboard sheets of 3 cm length with light holes.
Method of doing: As shown in the figure passes the torch light on plane mirror through the
holes of card board sheet which placed on protractor. The light rays reflecting from the plane
mirror. If the incident ray changes in different angles with the help of protractor the reflected
ray also changes in the same angle.
Conclusion ; ( Instruction- student should discuss with the classmates and then take the
decision)

Model activity- 2
17

Learning outcome 08: Classify and explain the metals and non metals based on
physical properties.
Observe the materials given below and write from which they are made.
(Iron, Gold, Coppeer, Steel, Aluminium, Mercury, Alloy )
Material

Used material

Material

Ornament
Liquid
in
the
thermometer
Electric wire
Trumbler/ Vessel

Nail
Charcoal

Coin

Pot

Used material

Cooker
Nib of pencil

Classify the following materials based on their characteristics :

Sl.No

Materials

1

Iron nails

2

Charcoal

3

Copper

4

Coin

5

Coal
Nib of
pencil
Aluminium

6
7

Visibility

Hard
ness

Sonor
ous (
Yes/N
o)

Lustre

More

yes

8
9
10

Model activity: 3
Learning outcome: 09-Agricutural activity
18

Change in shape
( Become flatten/
Conducti
broke into pieces) (
vity
Yes/No)
Ductiliy Malleability

Know this
The cultivation of crops by farmers includes several activities in a particular period.
These activities or processes are called as agricultural methods.
With the help of teachers know the stages of agriculture and get details of activities
going on in each stage.
Construct the chart of stages in crop production using the given pictures.

5

3

2

1

6

4

7

Model activity : 4
Learning outcome ; 5
Structure of elements. Atoms : Let the students to draw pictures of different models of
atom. Practice the electronic configuration of some elements by giving the atomic number.

Model activity : 5
Learning outcome : 10
Project work- Structure and function of organells of the cell, draw the pictures.
Mark the parts by drawing the pictures of plant and animal cell.

Quiz and other innovative activities
19

In bridge course process the science teacher may understand the science subject wideness
and scope in children and identify the learning gap in children using the following
suggestive activities, based on given learning outcome.
 By preparing the small answer question bank ask each child to pick the chit having
question number, then the teacher get the answer orally by asking that question to
children.
 Conduct the science simple experiments by children and discuss the scientific points
with them and made it clear.
 The teacher should give the guidance to prepare the posters of flow chart for each
learning points by the students and exhibit that posters in school premises or in class
room.
 Create an opportunity to interact with teacher and ask curious questions to children
about situations related to daily life.
 The teacher has to give technical terms related to science and ask the children to write
their explanation to those terms and present it in the class room.
 To improve the drawing skill the competition of drawing pictures may arrange.
 Inform the children to put the question chits (related to daily life situations) in question
box kept in the class room. The teacher may answer these questions during prayer time
or in classroom or get the answer by students also.
 The teacher may interact with students about some special scientific days
(Environmental day, World water conservation day, about surprising things of
nature……)
 May interact about the scientific basis of traditional and cultural rituals.

Chapter - 7
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How to conduct Foundational Literacy and Numeracy for 10th standard students ? As
wishing in NEP -2020 the main goal of foundational literacy is to develop the capcity of
reading with proper and clear understanding in all the children. In this regard to achieve the
learning outcomes of science subject learning process in 10th standard the following
activities may conduct,
 In the learning process of science subject the children should read clearly the brief
explanation and detail explanation of learning points related to learning outcomes then
interact with children.
 Inform the students to answer the questions framed by them after reading the science
articles related to learning points silently and loudly by understanding the meaning of
it.
 Frame the activities in which the students have to write the answers to the questions
given in the text books.
 Make the children to understand the size of letters, distance between words, clarity of
writing based on the points that children listed during the experiments with
demonstration.
 Every day the children have to write 5 to 10 sentences on a given topic of their own, the
teacher has to guide them.
 Interact with question and answers about science cross word, explanation to science
special technical words, vocabulary and reading of science articles in news paper.
 Make the children to write creative articles related to science and the teacher has to give
proper guidance from the view point of language.
 Give an opportunity of reading the creative article at the time of prayer and exhibit those
articles on panel board.

Chapter-8
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Alternate Acdemic plan
During 2021-22 because of Covid-19 it was not possible to run the regular classes, in
the back ground of this the Alternate academic plan had been implemented to follow up of
learning, to maintain the continuity of learning and to start online/ offline mode of
educational activities.
Those classes run physically or in alternate way, the records of work done by the
students like practice sheets, project work, deputed work etc have been collected the
learning of each student was evaluated through CCE and subject wise portfolio of student
was maintained. Through these activities the children are made to engage in learning
process.
The Alternate Academic Plan was implemented based on the facilitation of learning
points, completion of continuous and comprehensive evaluation in a particular months and
the teachers’ annual lesson plan was prepared based on subject wise and learning outcome.
The learning of students was facilitated during 2021-22 through Samveda, Vidyagam.
Alternate academic plan and regular class room transaction for few months.
The bridge course is very much needed for the present year to fulfill the learning gaps
and to make the children to get prepare for learning of present year. Before starting 202223 academic learning it is better to take present year syllabus by facilitating I month bridge
course about the capacities learned in the previous year and the learning points to be learn
in the present year.

Chapter - 9
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Assessment
 In 1 month bridge course the evaluation of student’s learning in learning process must
be implemented.
 The pre test should be in written form and the questions must relate to previous
knowledge of student. Both oral and written form of evaluation should be including in
learning process. Post test- written form of evaluation should be done.
 After getting back the learning sheets if the answer is complete the assign ‘A’grade, if
the answer is wrong assign ‘B’ grade. The learning gap of ‘B’ grade student should be
fulfilling with supplementary activities along with proper feedback. If marks are
considered for the evaluation then take the average marks and converts it into ‘A’ and
‘B’ grade.
 The completed learning sheets of student should be kept in portfolio.
 After completing the prescribed 1 month of bridge course learning each child gets entry
into particular class wise learning of the present year. In case if this is not achieved, then
facilitate to get ‘A’ grade by preparing an action plan in SAP.

School Academic Plan
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The academic year 2022-23 is announced as ‘Kalika Chethrike’ year, In the present
year the FLN based important learning outcomes that child learnt in previous class had been
identified and given. Will manage these activities in the beginning of the year.
In the beginning of school the child should be assessed by conducting the activities
given in the Kushala chapter related to science subject. Based on the beginning learning
process will conduct pre test.
In science subject the 10th standard students must to gain the learning capacities
prescribed in the 8th and 9th standard. To make sure that these capacities were gained during
bridge course within the stipulated time. Maintain the relavent records. Include the students
in school academic plan that are not able to gain the learning capacity within the stipulated
time after the post test.
Mention the name of the student in prescribed format of School academic plan. List
out the capacities that are not gained by the student. Prepare an action plan for those children
to gain the learning capacity through remedial teaching. According to the action plan will
facilitate the activities. Will facilitate the child to gain the prescribed learning capacity of
8th and 9th standard through special class using learning sheets and teaching material with
new activities, variety of activities and group discussion.
10th standard is an important stage for the student, will facilitate with preliminary
preparation make the student to get ready for the present stage learning with experiential
learning.
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